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Cyber Sector
As a leader in Cyber Security, Israel is back participating in 
GISEC 2022 exhibition, presenting a full spectrum of advanced 
solutions tailored for Critical Infrastructure, Healthcare, 
Financial Institutions, Manufacturers, and IT Enterprises. 
The Israel Pavilion at GISEC Dubai 2022 will provide a 
centrally located, high-profile venue for 8 Israeli leading 
Cyber companies, presenting the cutting edge technology 
in IT, OT, IoT, and Cyber Training domains. The pavilion is 
organized by The Israel Export Institute in cooperation 
with the Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry of 
Economy and Industry. The Israel Export Institute, a non-
profit organization supported by the government of Israel 
and the private sector, facilitates business ties, joint ventures, 
and strategic alliances between international and Israeli 
companies. 

The Institute is committed to bringing together mobile-centric 
corporations worldwide with Israeli companies whose mobile 
applications, services, and platforms provide a business 
advantage in the highly competitive mobile market.
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The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute, a 
non-profit organization supported by the government of 
Israel and the private sector, facilitates business ties, joint 
ventures and strategic alliances between overseas and 
Israeli companies. Charged with promoting Israel’s business 
community in foreign markets it provides comprehensive, 
professional trade information, advice, contacts and 
promotional activities to Israeli companies. Furthermore, 
the IEICI provides complementary services to business people, 
commercial groups, and business delegations from across 
the globe: IEICI uses its unique and one of a kind network with 
the prosperous startup ecosystem in Israel, and connects 
the foreign players, according to their field of interest.

Vlad Fomenko | Head of Cyber Security Sector 

M +972 54 281 413  | vladf@export.gov.il

www.export.gov.il

http://www.export.gov.il/en
mailto:vladf%40export.gov.il?subject=
http://www.export.gov.il/en
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The Foreign Trade Administration (FTA) at the Israeli Ministry 
of Economy and Industry manages and supports Israel’s 
international trade and trade policy by promoting trade and 
exports, initiating and maintaining trade agreements, attracting 
and facilitating foreign investments and creating strategic 
cooperation with foreign companies. Through our headquarters 
in Jerusalem together with 45 economic and trade missions in 
key financial centers throughout the world, the FTA promotes 
Israel’s economy worldwide. Israel’s economic and trade 
missions are at the forefront of the Israeli government’s efforts 
to boost our industries in foreign markets. Our team of highly 
experienced economic representatives and business consultants 
provides a wide range of services to Israeli companies and to 
the international business community. The FTA establishing 
a new office in Abu Dhabi, which will be responsible for ties 
between Israel and the United Arab Emirates. The economic 
and trade mission will oversee the strengthening of commercial 
and economic links between Israel and the UAE and will work 
to attract UAE investments in the Israeli economy.

Aviad Tamir | Appointed, Head of Economic and Trade Mission to 
the UAE  The Israeli Ministry of Economy & Industry

 www.itrade.gov.il

http://www.itrade.gov.il
http://www.itrade.gov.il
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Israel National Cyber Directorate (INCD) in the Prime Minister’s 
Office serves as the Prime Minister’s and Government’s staff, 
which devises national cyber defense policy, promotes its 
implementation and provides recommendation on cyber-
related matters. The INCD is responsible to create and 
improve national cyber security capacities and capabilities 
in order to overcome challenges emanating from cyberspace. 
The INCD strives to advance Israel’s leading posture as a 
global powerhouse for cyber security-related research and 
development, by investing dedicated resources in the Israeli 
academy, human capital and cyber security industry. The 
INCD enhances the cooperation and synergy between the 
private sector, the government and international partners, 
in order to create a unique and dominant cyber security 
ecosystem in Israel.

Ms. Miri Silberstein | Manager, Economy and Growth Center, 
Capacity Building and Strategy Division
miris@cyber.gov.il
www.gov.il/en/departments/israel_national_cyber_directorate

https://www.gov.il/en/departments/israel_national_cyber_directorate/govil-landing-page
https://www.gov.il/en/departments/israel_national_cyber_directorate/govil-landing-page
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COMPANY CATEGORY Pg.

Cympire • Cyber security training & assessment  7

FirstPoint • IoT  8

L7 Defense
• Application & Website
• Security  9

Orchestra Group • IoT  10

Radiflow
• OT & Industrial
• Control System  11

SIGA OT 
Solutions

• OT & Industrial
• Control System  12

Terafence IoT 
Cybersecurity

• IoT & IIoT
• Secure Connectivity  13

Vicarius
• GRC & Vulnerability
• Management  14

Cympire
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www.cympire.com

Cyber security training and assessment

The World’s most advanced cyber security training and 
assessment platform

Our mission at Cympire is to help you improve your 
organization’s cybersecurity skills and readiness by providing 
top-notch hands-on training for your IT professionals on 
Cympire’s cyber range platform. Having mission-ready 
cybersecurity professionals will allow your company to have 
the resources to counteract tomorrow’s cyber threats.

Cympire

Seeking
Investment

https://cympire.com/web/guest
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www.firstpoint-mg.com

IoT

Protected Cellular Connectivity Suite, built for IoT 
enterprises

FirstPoint provides a comprehensive secured Cellular 
Connectivity Management Platform (CMP) that protects any 
cellular-connected devices from mobile network threats, as 
well as a multi-functional management platform to meet 
your business goals.

FirstPoint secured CMP provides protection for any mobile 
and cellular IoT devices, reduces costs, and boosts operational 
efficiency on scale, while continuously monitoring, analyzing, 
and managing the connectivity. 

FirstPoint

Seeking
Investment

http://www.firstpoint-mg.com
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www.l7defense.com

Application and Website Security

API security for digital transformation

L7 Defense helps organizations to protect their infrastructure, 
applications, customers, employees, and partners against 
the growing risk of API-borne attacks. APIs have become 
critical for data sharing and application integration and 
are an attractive path for malicious attacks that expose 
organizations to new, continuously evolving threats. With 
a team of experienced leaders and innovators, L7 Defense 
revolutionizes the  way organizations protect their APIs using 
its advanced AI-based technology.

Ammune™, L7 Defense’s platform technology, received 2020 
a Product Leadership Award by Frost & Sullivan for protecting 
APIs thanks to its novel unsupervised learning AI approach 
to protecting APIs.

L7 Defense

Seeking
Investment

http://www.l7defense.com
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www.orchestragroup.com

IoT

Our mission is addressing CISOs/CIOs roadblocks to 
better manage cybersecurity.

Orchestra Group is promoting the following solutions:

 ● Harmony IoT a unique solution that provides an airspace 
dome around the organization to monitor, detect threats and 
mitigate cyberattacks through the attack surface of WiFi and 
Bluetooth protocols.

 ● Harmony Purple a next-generation Automated Purple team 
tool that continuously showcases validated, global, multi-
vector, Attack Path Scenarios™ (APS) and creates risk 
modeling-based prioritization.

Orchestra Group

http://www.orchestragroup.com
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www.radiflow.com

OT and Industrial  |  Control System

Radiflow provides risk assessment and management 
solutions for critical industries

Radiflow is an OT Cyber Security company that develops 
unique tools to secure digital assets for the long term. The 
company works directly with Managed Security Service 
Providers to oversee the discovery and management of all 
relevant data security points. Founded in 2009, Radiflow has 
offices and partners in Europe, USA and APAC. Its’ field-proven 
solutions are installed in over 6000 sites around the globe.
to protecting APIs.

Radiflow

http://www.radiflow.com
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www.sigasec.com 

OT and Industrial  |  Control System

Securing the integrity of critical OT processes by 
delivering AI enhanced monitoring and in-depth 
operational perception

SIGA OT Solutions is an operational technology (OT) solutions 
company, whose main mission is to enable industrial, 
commercial, and critical infrastructure operators to dramatically 
improve the reliability, safety, and OT cyber security of their 
assets. SIGA’s solution acts as the first line of misbehavior or 
anomaly detection, ensuring continued operational optimization, 
operational resilience and prevention of disastrous outcomes 
at all times .

SIGA OT Solutions 

http://www.sigasec.com
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www.terafence.com

IoT & IIoT | Secure Connectivity

Terafence turns network’ cybersecurity connectivity 
into business enabler.

Terafence manufactures based-hardware cyber security 
solutions for LAN IoT and IIoT devices. Terafence’s FPGA 
Air-Gap technology DFC (Data Flow Controller) isolates 
networked devices from Cyber Attacks. Terafence DFC is a 
pure hardware solution with no CPU/OS or IP/MAC address, 
thus totally impervious to breaching attempts. Terafence 
solutions enables industrialists to adopt Industry 4.0 by 
securely converging OT-IT networks. Only designated data 
flows through, our DFC maintains total isolation of OT 
network. Total security via Air-Gap.

Terafence IoT Cybersecurity

Seeking
Investment

http://www.terafence.com
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www.vicarius.io 

GRC & Vulnerability  | Management

Rebuild The Vulnerability Remediation Market For 
Today’s Remote, Cloud-Based World

Vicarius develops an autonomous vulnerability remediation 
platform helping teams protect their assets against software 
exploitation. The platform, called Topia, allows organizations 
to identify known and unknown vulnerabilities in realtime, 
prioritize them automatically based on business context and 
threat factors, and remediate them automatically using world-
class patch management, patchless protection and configuration 
management.

Vicarius

http://www.vicarius.io
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